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Dr. Frank Stranges was born and educated in Brooklyn, New York. He received his Bachelors of

Divinity, as well as Ph.D's in Psychology and Philosophy, from Faith Theological Seminary in Ft.

Lauderdale, Florida. Dr. Stranges was a member of the Mayor's Advisory Council of Los Angeles,

and a member of the American Association for Social Psychology. He also held a Ph.D. from the

National Institute of Criminology, in Washington, D.C., and was an accredited Diplomat of the

American Academy of Professional Arts.  Dr. Stranges authored several books on scientific and

religious subjects, including his classic "The Stranger at the Pentagon," which tells the unusual story

of a spaceman named Valiant Thor. Because Thor was a real person, who appeared in a public on

a few occasions (including at the United Nations headquarters in New York City), the legend of the

Stranger at the Pentagon has grown, becoming a real head-scratcher for 21st-century UFO

researchers. Today, it is still one of the hottest topics in ufology, having spawned various other

books, documentaries, and even feature Hollywood films.  What exactly happened to Valiant Thor?

Did he get back on his spaceship and return to his home planet, or did he help the U.S. government

set up alien-human hybrid experimentation in remote underground bases? Or was he imprisoned -

thrown in the clink - by those in the government who have been fighting UFO Disclosure all these

years?  Since no one knows how long an alien can live, could Valiant Thor still be alive today, in

2016, somewhere in - or under - our nation's capitol?  This special reprint - the 6th revised edition

from 2001 - features an introduction by Dr. Harley Byrd, nephew of Adm. Richard E. Byrd, and an

epilogue by Valiant Thor himself, as well as several interesting photos, covering years of UFO

history. A must-have for the serious paranormal researcher.
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Space Science

This book is a fun read however I just can't take the information presented as anything other than a

great piece of science fiction. I reminds me of a great script from Star Trek Next Generation and

actually has more than just a small resemblance to an episode of the Star Trek Enterprise series

from a couple of decades ago. So as I read this story I kept falling back into deja vu as I was sure

that I remembered some of this story line from a binge watching session of Star Trek. Then I

dawned on me that the author might have watched some of those same programs while reading his

Bible and somehow got Jesus and Captain Kirk all mixed together in his mind and decided to write

his own SciFi book. Keep that in mind as you read this book and it's a great story.But I just can't

believe any of it as a non-fiction history book. There are certainly some places where it could maybe

make sense but there is one PROBLEM and hole in the whole premise of the story and that makes

it unbelievable for me and that is that the hero of the story, Valiant Thore is supposed to come from

the planet Venus. Really? NASA and Soviet Russia have sent probes to Venus. One landed and at

least one is in orbit there. Venus is so hot that lead would melt on the surface. No humans are going

to be living there now or ever. It's just too hot and hellish.I'm not saying don't buy this book but if you

do read it for what it is, a fairly good science fiction novel.

This is a very interesting part of our history that I enjoyed reading. A short read, easy and part of our

future also.Thx for having it in print. Vivienne

It was interesting. Sadly, covering up things seems to be a standard practice for the U.S.

government. If the aliens really came as is indicated in this book, why would the military and big

business want the people to know?

Very intriguing book.

EASY READ WITH TONS OF INCREDIBLE MIND BLOWING INFORMATION

very interesting.

Not that good. Got more out of the you-tube video.



I've wanted this title for a long time, but copies were previously rare and overpriced. It is great that

this affordable reprint is available.
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